
Artwork from previous exhibitions 

The Art Place invites visual artists from the greater Atlanta metropolitan area 
specifically Cobb County as well as the southern region of the United States to 
submit exhibition proposals for consideration for the upcoming gallery season. 

The Gallery (approximately 792 square feet) is housed within the center located in 
the picturesque East Cobb County community of Marietta, Georgia. We are located 
just a half hour north of Atlanta. Our facility regularly services 25,000 patrons 
annually and hosts several community events that draw guests into our facility.  The 
Gallery offers ample warm lighting and capable of showcasing a wide array of 
media. Solo exhibits, two-person shows, collaborations, installation proposals and 
group exhibitions are welcome to apply.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Artists in any traditional or new media are welcome to apply. Artists selected for 
exhibition will be contacted in December. Note that not all submitted proposals will 
be selected. The Art Place may hold onto submissions for review during future 
exhibition seasons, and artists are welcome to resubmit each year if not selected. 

To be considered for an exhibit, artists must provide the submission form and the 
supporting supplemental information required. Only electronic submissions are 
permitted, completed packets should be forwarded to the Visual Arts Co-Cordinator 
at the center via email: Elizabeth.Mayne@cobbcounty.org. The submission deadline 
is November 30th. Contact the Visual Arts Co-Coordinator for additional 
information. 

The Art Place 3330 Sandy Plains Road Marietta GA 30066 770-509-2700

EXHIBITION SUBMISSION



EXHIBITION SUBMISSION FORM

Artist/s Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________________ Email: _____________________________________________

Date of Submission: ______________________________ 

Please include the following:

1. A letter of interest describing the artwork to be displayed including the 
thematic or conceptual basis of the exhibit. Any special technological, 
installation or similar needs should be discussed.

2. 15 to 20 good quality images (jpeg format) of the body of work that you are 
interested in exhibiting. If you are creating a new body of work, then images of 
artwork that is similar can be used. Please make sure that each photograph is 
listed with title, dimensions and medium/s used either through each image’s 
title or by an adjoining image list. Price listings for artwork are also helpful but 
not required.

3. C.V. (can be edited to show highlights)
4. Artist Statement/Biography
5. Short description of the shipping requirements needed to deliver and return 

the artwork to and from the center. For example, would the work be delivered 
by FedEx or UPS? Will a Uhaul or personal vehicle be used?

6. Not required but recommended: Suggested supplementary media - scholarly 
reviews or press releases of past exhibitions, letters of support from Gallery/
Museum professionals, images of past installations
(with date and location).

 email completed submissions to  elizabeth.mayne@cobbcounty.org
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